
Why Study In    
Maharashtra?



Quality Education Beyond The Classroom

The Quality Institutes in Maharashtra,(India)  have  ability  incorporate blended learning methods wherein, 
equal focus is given on the Theoretical and Practical aspects of education. The colleges regularly organize 
Industry visits, Seminars, Symposiums Conferences to enable the Candidates have synoptic view of the 
Curriculum and have interaction with   subject matter experts and meet-ups with esteemed alumni. 
Furthermore, the teaching style includes use Methods, Techniques and Approaches that complement each 
other followed in the institutions is curated in a way that helps students develop logical and analytical 
thinking. Finally, the international students coming to study in India will receive quality higher education 
making them ready for the professional world.
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Diversity in Courses Offered

In Maharashtra, the diversity is just not limited to the languages, festivals, food and culture but it extends 
to the education sector as well. Right from STEM courses like Engineering and Technology, Pharmacy  to 
non-STEM disciplines like Law, Teacher Education Courses, Physical Education Courses ,  Management 
courses, , Art Education Course, and Computer Science Courses  the range offered by  institutions in  
Maharashtra which are accredited with NAAC/NBA and have Internal Quality Assurance CELL that 
maintains the  quality of education is  vast. The wide range of courses are perfect to cater for the different 
interest areas of international students and they can easily filter for the courses of their choice through the 
“Search Your Course” tab on the homepage: https://fn.mahacet.org.
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Go-Global in Maharashtra, India

Maharashtra is a progressive State in India which has developed Infrastructure and Modern Educational set 
up.  This is the land of inventions and discoveries from various avenues and they have been adopted by the 
world. Therefore, the international students coming to Maharashtra, (India) will get exposure to the 
standardized higher education that has stood the test of time. One of the salient features of Institutions in 
Maharashtra is the fact that English is used as the Primary Medium for teaching in major institutes which 
helps International students go gain proficiency in English.
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Holistic and Explorative Learning

The higher education system in India is not limited to the pre-set curriculum but it spreads to 360-degree 
learning. This encompasses education given in classrooms, Co-curricular, Extra-curricular activities such as 
annual fests, inter-college competitions or events, city & heritage walks organized for the students. All 
these engaging activities help the international students to have a holistic experience that goes beyond 
classes, laboratories and books. Ultimately, it enables All Round Development on both Academic and 
Intellectual and Emotional front.
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CET Cell Helping Aspiring Students

Any student going to a foreign land to pursue Higher Education wishes to have an experience free of 
hurdles. The admission process in Indian Institutes is carried out in such a way that the students face no 
difficulty while finding the right course or college themselves. The easy and student-friendly process of 
obtaining higher education in Maharashtra, India is what makes it a viable option for the students around 
the globe. CET CELL has designed a Candidate Friendly web site for the Foreign Students: 
https://fn.mahacet.org.
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